THE ADHESIVE EXPERTS

Adhesives · Coatings · Die Cuts · Dispensing & Curing Equipment · Encapsulants · Lubricants · Sealants · Specialty Chemicals · Tapes
Ellsworth Adhesives is a global leader and trusted distributor of adhesives, specialty chemicals, and dispensing equipment. With 48+ years of experience, we excel at providing high quality products and services. Ellsworth Adhesives offers expert advice, valuable services, decades of experience, and a host of resources to ensure the total solution for our customers’ application needs.

**GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR**

As a global leader in specialty chemical distribution, Ellsworth Adhesives operates stocking locations throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia. This extensive network allows for fast lead times, enhanced inventory control, and reduced costs.

**TECHNICAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS**

Ellsworth Adhesives is equipped with state-of-the-art technical distribution centers including advanced protective measures against chemical exposure, flammability, temperature changes, and other safety standards.

- Refrigerated Storage
- Digital Fulfillment/Technical Distribution Centers
- Dispensing Equipment Labs and Showrooms
- Optimum Temperature Storage to Manufacturer’s Specifications
- Digital Monitoring of Shelf Life and Lot Control
- Hazardous/Flammable/Aerosol Storage
- Application Trials and Equipment Testing
- Product and Process Validation

Over 250,000 sq. ft. of technical distribution space.

Ellsworth Adhesives drives global design and process performance through adhesives and other formulated resin systems and services. We deliver:

- **Customer focus** at all times
- **Integrity** in everything that we do
- **Quality** in our work
- **Cooperation** with our coworkers, business partners, and communities

**WE ARE ELLSWORTH ADHESIVES**

Ellsworth Adhesives is dedicated to providing valuable services and total solutions to help our customers with their product selection process.

**WHAT WE OFFER**

Ellsworth Adhesives is equipped with state-of-the-art technical distribution centers including advanced protective measures against chemical exposure, flammability, temperature changes, and other safety standards.

- **CERTIFICATION & DOCUMENTATION**
  - We provide documents, such as:
    - Certificates of Conformance
    - Certificates of Origin & NAFTA
    - SDS/TDS
    - Manufacturer Test Reports & Certifications
    - REACH Compliant
    - RoHs Compliant

- **DISPENSING SYSTEMS**
  - Our line of dispensing equipment includes:
    - Bottles
    - Cartridges
    - Barrels
    - Valves
    - Tips

- **CUSTOM PACKAGING**
  - KitPackers® repackages bulk adhesives, sealants, and specialty chemicals into:
    - One Component Systems
    - Two Component Systems
    - User-friendly Units
    - ISO 9001:2015 Registered

- **CUSTOM RESIN FORMULATION**
  - ResinLab® creates cost-effective, custom formulated:
    - Adhesives
    - Sealants
    - Potting Systems
    - Small or Large Projects
    - High-Tech or Low-Tech Formulations

- **CONVERTING SERVICES**
  - We provide converting services that help your business increase speed and accuracy of application while minimizing waste, such as:
    - Thermal Gap Pad Materials
    - Foam Gasket Materials
    - Tapes & Pressure Sensitive Adhesives

- **CUSTOM LABELING**
  - We provide custom labels with:
    - Customer Name & Part Number
    - Lot Number
    - Origin & Expiration Dates
    - Specification References
    - PO Number
    - Shelf Life & Storage Information

- **LOGISTICS & PACKAGING**
  - Our products ship globally, we are:
    - CUSECO Certified
    - ITAR Compliant
    - ISO 9001:2015 & AS9120B Registered

  We have developed custom, innovative packaging to help protect materials.

- **LOW PRESSURE MOLDING**
  - MoldMan Systems™ provides low pressure molding solutions like:
    - Thermoplastic Machines
    - Thermoset Machines
    - One or Two Component Material Capabilities
    - Mold Sets
    - Full-Service Contract Manufacturing
DIVISIONS OF ELLSWORTH CORPORATION

SPECIALTY CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION

Ellsworth Adhesives is a distributor of specialty chemicals and equipment; providing a wide range of adhesives, sealants, lubricants, coatings, encapsulants, tapes, specialty chemicals, maintenance/repair products, and application equipment. Ellsworth Adhesives is the only integrator specializing in the supply and logistics of specialty chemicals.

CUSTOM FORMULATION, PACKAGING & CONVERTING SERVICES

ResinLab® specializes in creating custom formulations to meet the customer’s application requirements. Product development chemists respond to projects both large and small – using decades of experience to quickly satisfy design, manufacturing, and quality requirements.

KitPackers® offers custom packaging of adhesives, sealants, and specialty chemicals for manufacturers, customers, and resellers. There are a variety of formats for repackaging including flexible pouches, ratio-paks, duo-paks, single component cartridges, and syringes.

TapeCase designs, converts, manufactures, and distributes a wide variety of adhesive tape products and provides custom tape solutions for nearly any application. An experienced team of experts assist with material selection and prototyping through to commercial production.

ELLsworth DISPENSING SOLUTIONS (EDS)

Fisnar® is a global supplier of dispensing equipment, automated dispensing systems, & supplies for the industrial, electronic, & medical device markets. Robot Video Trial Services are available to ensure end user accuracy.

Fluid Research® is a leader in the design and manufacturing of precision, one and two component metering, mixing, and dispensing equipment for paste and liquid resin systems.

MoldMan Systems™ builds automated, low pressure molding machines designed to encapsulate, protect, and seal electronics. The machines are versatile, easy to operate, and ideal for low to high volume production.

WHAT IS ePLUS?

ePlus is a cloud-based inventory management tool which provides real-time inventory visibility to our customers and to Ellsworth Adhesives. It is fully customizable to fit each customer’s unique inventory needs.

- **Pull Tag/Scanner**
  - Simple labeling system
  - Scan immediately or at end of day
  - Ideal for all product sizes

- **RFID Cabinet**
  - Great for point-of-use
  - Grab one or multiple items
  - Badge access available

- **RFID Gateway**
  - Walk-in option for cages, rooms, or point-of-use locations
  - Works with flammable or refrigerated products

- **Field Inventory Specialist (FIS)**
  - Personal stock liaison
  - Educated in ePlus software & equipment

Real-Time Inventory Transactions

Process & Inventory Cost Savings

Inventory Alerts & Reporting

Reduction in Stock Outages

Shelf Life & Lot Control

Automated Reordering
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TrackPoint is a cloud-based, inventory management software that provides real-time inventory information related to on-hand and on-order values.

ellsworth.com